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Earphones TWS EarFun Air Pro 3, ANC (Blue)
Rediscover your favorite songs with the TWS EarFun Air Pro 3. These headphones support the Qualcomm aptX Adaptive codec and are
equipped with 11mm titanium drivers that deliver fantastic sound quality. They utilize ANC Quiet Smart 2.0 technology and the cVc 8.0
noise  reduction system,  allowing you to  listen to  music  and have phone conversations  even in  noisy  environments.  They also  feature
built-in  microphones,  while  Bluetooth  5.3  ensures  reliable  and  lightning-fast  signal  transmission.  The  ergonomic  design  of  the
headphones guarantees dreamy comfort of use, and the touch panels make them easy to operate.
 
Hear Every Detail
Fall in love with music again with the Air Pro 3. These headphones are fitted with 11mm titanium drivers, ensuring high sound quality.
Therefore, you can enjoy crystal-clear and richly detailed sound, as well as deep and powerful bass. Now, you can feel like you're at a
concert anywhere!
 
Immerse Yourself in Music
Forget  about  annoying noise and enhance your  music  listening pleasure!  The Air  Pro 3 model  uses hybrid  ANC Quiet  Smart  2.0  noise
reduction, which reliably silences external sounds up to 43 dB. Therefore, you can listen to your favorite playlist undisturbed, regardless
of your location – nothing will get in your way now!
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Designed for Calls
Now you can have phone conversations even in exceptionally noisy places! Each earbud has as many as 3 built-in microphones that will
easily  pick  up  every  word  you  say.  They  also  support  the  advanced  cVc  8.0  noise  reduction  system,  filtering  all  unwanted  ambient
sounds. You can be sure that your interlocutors will hear everything you have to say.
 
Reliable Connection
Say goodbye to disruptions and enjoy a stable wireless connection. Air Pro 3 uses innovative Bluetooth 5.3 technology, ensuring fast and
stable connection with the selected device, with lower energy consumption. Moreover, you can connect them to 2 devices at the same
time.
 
Up to 45 Hours of Operation
Listen  to  music  without  limitations.  The  built-in  battery  can  provide  up  to  9  hours  of  uninterrupted  operation.  Furthermore,  you  can
extend this time by a whopping 36 hours using the case included in the set.  It  also supports quick charging,  so around 10 minutes is
enough  for  you  to  play  music  for  another  90  minutes.  You  can  charge  the  charging  case  both  via  the  USB-C  cable  (included)  and
wirelessly.
 
With Comfort in Mind
EarFun has designed the headphones to provide users with maximum comfort.  Air  Pro 3 perfectly adapts to the shape of  the ear and
does  not  cause  discomfort  even  during  many  hours  of  music  listening.  The  set  also  includes  4  pairs  of  interchangeable  ear  tips  in
different  sizes,  allowing  you  to  adjust  them  even  better  to  your  needs.  They  are  also  IPX5  water-resistant,  so  they're  not  afraid  of
raindrops or sweat, and the built-in touch panels ensure convenient operation.
 
Dedicated App
Want to gain additional capabilities? Or maybe you care about personalizing the headphones? Install the dedicated EarFun Audio app –
available in both Google Play and App Store. With it, you’ll get access to EQ settings, check the battery charge level, and can change the
functions of the touch panels.
 
In the Set
headphones
charging case
USB-A to USB-C charging cable
silicone ear tips (XS/S/M/L)
user manual
Manufacturer
EarFun
Model
Air Pro 3
Color
blue
Bluetooth Version
5.3
Bluetooth Frequency
2.402 GHz - 2.480 GHz
Bluetooth Profiles
A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP
Bluetooth Transmission Power
Class 2
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ANC Reduction Level
up to 43 dB
Battery Type
li-polymer
Battery Life
up to 45 hours (with charging case)
Charging Time
approx. 2 hours (headphones)
Charging Type
USB-C, wireless
Weight
53 g (with charging case)
Warranty
24 months

Preço:

€ 81.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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